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INFLATED AND MODIFIED BIVARIATE
DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS

by
G. S. Lingappiah '*

Summary

A bivariate distribution is considered in general, where (i,j)-th
count is misreported as (Q,m)-th count, which leads to "modifi
cation" of size A. (0 ~ A. ~ 1). In this case, variance and covariance
are expressed in the form of inverted parabolas. In order to obtain
the asymptotic distribution of the maximum likelihood estimates,
terms of the variance-covariance matrix are provided for the
bivariate negative binomial case. Next, a bivariate "inflated" distri
bution is considered where all the terms except (0,0) are inflated
by the quantity A. (0 ~ A. ~ 1). In this case, correlation is being
analysed and also the Bayesian estimates of the parameters are
obtained for the bivariate negative binomial.

Key Words: Inflation; Modification; Bivariate distribution; Baye
sian estimates.

1. Introduction

Inflated and modified distributions have received much atten
tion recently. Singh [14] and Singh [16] consider inflated binom
ial and Poisson distributions respectively. Sobic and Szynal [17]
give the distribution of the sum of independent variables from the
inflated binomial distribution. Lauchenbruch [4] considers the
inflated negative binomial distribution. Lingappaiah [5, 6] deals
with the inflated double binomial and generalised Poison distri
butions and discusses the variance in each case in detail with
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graphical' displays and the estimation of the parameters is also
discussed. Lingappaiah and Patel [9] deal with the inflated distri
bution of the general type. In this paper, on the above lines,
bivariate distribution is considered in general in which each term
except (0,0) is inflated by a quantity A(0 ~ A~ I). Correlation in
this inflated case is expressed in tenns of A and the correlation in
the simple (non-inflated) case. I

Further the Bayesian estimates of the parameters in the case •
of bivariate negative binomial are estimated. Next, another situa-
tion is considered by many of the works in the reference and this
deals with that of "modification" where some count or counts are
misreported. Cohen [1, 2, 3] deals with such a situation in bi-
nomial and Poisson cases. Parikh and Shah [11] consider the same
problem as related to power series distribution. Lingappaiah [7, 8]
generalises the above situations to a case where one set of counts
are misreported as another set of counts or where a set of counts
are misreported as a single count and many other similar possibi-
lities. In this note, bivariate modified distribution is considered •
where a single count (i,j) is misreported as. the count (2,m). The
variance and covariances are expressed as parabolic functions. The
elements of the variance-covariance matrix are given to evaluate the
asymptotic distributions of the estimates of the parameters in the
case'of bivariate negative binomial distribution.

2. Bivariate Modified distribution

Suppose count (U) is misreported as the count (I,m), then the
modified distribution can be written as • '

Pi/ + 'AP2m if x = i, y = j

Pix, y) = (I-A)PlZm if x =2, y =m (I)

r; ifr*J',2
t;F ,m

where 0 ~ A~ 1 and Pq =Pix =i, y =j) and similarlyPlZm and Prt. •
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From (1), we have

Ilx = "'x + a"AI'2m

Ilx = mx + a"AI'9.m

Ily = my + b"AI'9.m

and

Il' - m2y + ("AI'9.m) (;2 _ Q2)2x-

, .
+ (AP9.m) (j2 - m2)1l2y = m2y

3

(2a)

(2b)

where "'x, Ilx are E(x) for the simple (non-modified) and modified
distributions respectively. Similarly my and JJ.y. 1l'2x and m2m are
E(x 2 ) for the modified and the simple cases. 1l'2y, m2y are the
same quantities for y and a =(i - Q), b =U- m). If A=0 in (I), we

- have the simple distribution.

2(a): Variances and Covariances

Now from (2a) and (2b) it follows that

o~(x) = 0; + (AaP9.m) (i + Q) - 2AamxP9.m - A2a2p~m (3a)

where oij(X) , 0; are the variances for the modified and simple
cases respectively and if z = oij(X) -0;, we can write (3a) in the
form of an- inverted parabola as

[ (i + Q)-2ml 2 _ 2 2 ~ (i + Q)-2m.:l2.r- 4 J --a P9.m LA- 2aP9.m j (3b)

This parabola is truncated at right at Z = (aP9.m) [(i + Q) - 2mx 
aP9.m ] which is the value of Z at A= I. Sometimes (3b) gives most

_of the parabola in the region 0 :::;;;; A~ I and sometimes a very small
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part of parabola in this region depending on a and PQm and the
location of the vortex of the parabola. Now from (I) again, we have

(4)

(5)

where J.Lxy, mxy are E(xy) for the modified and simple distribu-
tions respectively. From (20) and (4), we get ..

00(xy) =Oxy + (APrl m) [(ij - Qm) - (bmx +amy) - AilbPrlm](4a)

with °O(xy), 0xy, the covariances for he modified and simple
cases. Again (40) can be expressed as an inverted parabola in X as

U - E(ij - ~ml~~amy + bmxl J
2 [ (ij - Qm) - (amy +bmx~ 2=-abPrlm X - -

20bPrlm

with U = 00(xy) -or This parabola is again truncated in its right
arm at U = (Prim) [(ij - Qm) - (amy + bmx) - ab] which is the
value of U when A = 1. Again, as before, we get most of the
parabola in the region 0 ~ X~ I or only a part of it in this region
depending upon the values of a, b, Prim and the location of the
vortex of this parabola.

2(b): Asymptotic distributions: Now from (I) we have the like- ,.
lihood function as

II II (Prt )'Irt
t,;,. t; fI, t ';"i,m

(6)

from which we get

a
D-,.. = ax logL = (7)
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which gives with D,.. =0,

x= nijPQm -nQmPij
PQm (nq + nQm ) .

(7a)

Now consider the bivariate negative binomial distribution given by

r(k +x +y) k
f(x y) = Ox O~ (1-01 -(2) (8)

, r(k)x!y! 1

0< 8i< 1, i = 1,2,; 0 < K < 00,8 1 + 02 < 1, x, y = 0, 1,2, ....

From (6) and (8), we get

•
aDo =-logL

1 a01

a a
n··- [P:. + "APn ] (PQm)

IJ ao IJ "m ao
1 +~ _..::..1__

Pij + "APQm m PlIm

+ ~ ~ nrt (9)

where ~ ~ is ~ ~ . Now for the case (8), we have
r ¢ i, I, t ¢ t. m .

Using (9a) in (9), we get

'D - nij ~'Pij + AQPQmj 2 nk ~ ~o - + nQm 11- - + LI LI
1 81 Pij + "A ~m 171 A

(9a)

(10)

Further DOl = 0 implies

'-a~ (Pij + "APQm1 k 1
nij IJ 1 J= - (n - nil) - - [2~m + ~ ~ rnrt] . (11)

P;j + P2m A 81
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From (9a) and (11) we get

-!!iLtiPil + 'ARPQm~ = n.k _1_P + 'AP A - 8 [QnQm + ~
81 il Qm 1

Using (7) in OX = a~~ 10gL, we get

~ mrt] (12)

(13)

Similarly, we have using (10), (11) and (12)

D2 a2 nk ~1 1) nil ti2Pii +~2PQmj8 =~ 10gL = - - - +- + --
I a81 A A 81 8; Pil + 'APQm

__1_ [nk __1_ (Qnllm + ~ ~ rn,t~. 2 (15)
f!;1 LA 81 J

D~02' D~2 are very similar in forms to those of D"Ol and Del'
From these quantities, elements of the variance-covariance matrix
can be found and the asymptotic distributions of X, 81and 82 can be
evaluated.

3. Bivariate inflated distribution

Now consider the situation where there is more concentration
of probability at (0, 0) while all other terms are inflated by a
quantity A (0 ~ A ~ 1). In such a case, density function can be
written as

•
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1 - A + APoo, if x =0, y =°
.-

P (x, y) = APxy , if x * 0, y *°
as before Pil =P(x =i, y =j). From (16), weget

JJ.x =Mnx , a~(X) = Aa; + A (1 - A)m;

(16)

(17)

where Ilx, mx are E(x) for the inflated and the simple (non-inflated)
distributions respectively and similarly a~ (x) and a; are the variances
for the inflated and the simple cases. JJ.y, my, a~(y). and a; are for the
variable y. For the case of bivariate negative binomial given by (8),we
have for 01 =.4, 02 =.2, k =2, (m x/ax )2 =k0t/(1 - 02) = 1 and

(y - 1) = (A - 1)2 where y =a2 / a2
O(X) x (18a)

which is an inverted parabola. Similarly for 01 =.5, 02 =.4" k =2,
we get

[y -(16/15)] = -(5/3) [A-(4/5)]2. (18b)

Expression (18b) is also an inverted parabola and we have more of
the parabola (18b) in the region (0 ~ A~ 1) than that of (18a). This
is shown in the table below giving the values of y in (18a) and (18b)

Table 1

Vall'" ofy from (l8a) and (/8b)

..

o
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

1.0

o
.19
.36
.51
.64
.75
84
.91
.96
.99

1.00

o
.2500
.4667
.6500
.8000
.9167

1.0000
1.0500
1.0667
1.0500
1.0000
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Again from (16), we get Jlxy =AmXY and

aO(xy) = 'Aaxy + A(I - 'A) mxmy (19)

where aO(xy) ,axy are the covariances for the inflated and the simple
cases and Jlxy" m xy are E(xy)for the inflated and the simple
distributions respectively. From (17) and (19), we get

(20)

where '0, r are the correlations for the inflated and the simple cases
respectively and a =m x lax and b =my lay. Expression (20) can be
written as

A (I - 'A)2 + B(I - 'A) + C = 0

with A =a2b2 (1 - ,ij)

B = 2rab - ,ij(a2 + b2)

C = ,2 -,ij

(21)

(22)

and l::,. = B2 - 4A C can be again expressed as a parabola in r as

(23)

where A I = 4a2b2'5
BI = 4,ijab(a2+b 2)

(24)

(25a)

and if,o =F I, a =b, then

(25b)
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3a: Bayesian estimates

9

From (16), we get with a sample size n, the likelihood
function as

(26)

with f rnij = n and noo is at (0,0). Now consider the bivariate ne

gative binomial given by (8), for which Pon =A~ =(l - 81 - ( 2 ) k

Taking the priors for °1,°2 and Xas

/(01, 02, X) = g (01' (2) h (X) = [T]}.!l- 1(1 - X)v- 1°101- 1020 2 - ~Ao°3'

(27)

where T =r(a)/r(al )r(a2)r(a3 )B(u. v) with a =a1 + a2 + a3' Then
from (26) and (27) we can write

where

(28)

c = noo + v - t, e = 7 ini, +ai' q = k(t + n - noo) +a3

d = n-noo+u+t, f = rj n./ +a2'

Q =In n [r(k+i+j)/r(k)i! j!] n~ •

~Oi'i'o J
From (28), we get the Bayesian estimate of Xas
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A '!DO

E("1I.)·= 2; B(d + 1, c)
t=O

nOO (30)
t

and similarly the estimate of () 1 as

.1: [}vO-"1I.)]t (~o) (e)r(q)/f(e+f+q+ 1)

nOO

~O ["11./(1 - "1I.)]f (n~o) r(r)/r(e +f+q)

(31)

Suppose, we have n =4, noo =2, U =·v =al =a2 =a3·=2,k =2,
()1 =.2, () 2 = .4, then we get from (30)

A

E("1I.) = .54938 (32)

an~ suppose .nOI == 1,· n10 = 1,An =4, noo =1, and for the value of
E("1I.) in (32) we get from (31), E(9 1) = .23214. •
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